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Abstract: In this study, we prepared a streptavidin magnetic bead based on graphene-coated iron
nitride magnetic beads (G@FeN-MB) and tried to use it for the enrichment of severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2). The outer shell of our magnetic bead was wrapped with
multiple graphene sheets, and there is no report on the application of graphene to the magnetic-
bead-coating material. First, the graphene shell of G@FeN-MB was oxidized by a modified Hummer
method so as to generate the carboxyl groups required for the coupling of streptavidin (SA) on the
surface of the magnetic beads. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to
characterize the oxidized G@FeN-MB (GO@FeN-MB). Streptavidin was then linked to the surface of
the GO@FeN-MB by coupling the amino of the streptavidin with the carboxyl on the magnetic beads
by carbodiimide method; thus, the streptavidin magnetic beads (SAMBs) were successfully prepared.
To prove the practicality of the SAMBs, biotinylated SARS-CoV-2 S1 antibody was linked with it to
respectively capture SARS-CoV-2 Spike-protein-coupled polystyrene beads (S-PS) and pseudovirus
with S-protein expressed. Microplate reader and fluorescence microscope results show that the
SAMBs can effectively enrich viruses. In conclusion, the preparation of SAMBs with G@FeN-MB is
feasible and has potential for application in the field of virus enrichment.

Keywords: streptavidin magnetic beads; graphene; SARS-CoV-2; virus enrichment

1. Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syn-
drome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) is an acute respiratory infectious disease that seriously
endangers human health and social stability [1,2]. At present, the most economical and
effective way to control the epidemic is to take quarantine measures [3,4]. However,
the effectiveness of these measures is limited by the difficulty of distinguishing between
those who are asymptomatically infected and the healthy. In particular, early detection of
COVID-19 is essential for epidemic prevention and control [5]. However, not all infected
people can be detected. Even for confirmed patients, the highest positivity rate is only 30%
to 60%, and a large number of patients have always been “false negatives” [6]. One of the
important reasons for the “false negative” in nucleic acid diagnosis is the low sensitivity of
the virus separation and enrichment step in the processing of patients’ samples. The num-
ber of viruses in the sample to be tested does not reach the RT-PCR detection threshold, and
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“false negatives” appear [7]. Therefore, a fast and feasible virus isolation and enrichment
method to assist in rapid virus detection would be helpful for identifying SARS-CoV-2
infected persons, preventing the spread of the virus, and ensuring the timely treatment of
patients [8,9].

Immunomagnetic-bead-enrichment technology is a rapid and specific enrichment
method established by using a magnetic microsphere as the solid surface to combine with
a specific probe, such as an antibody [10,11]. The antibody-linked, magnetic beads can
specifically bind to the corresponding antigen in the solution and then rely on the force of
the magnetic field to rapidly concentrate the target sample from a large volume [12–14].
Immunomagnetic-bead-enrichment technology can greatly increase the concentration of
the target detection substance in the sample pretreatment step, while removing interfer-
ing substances in the sample, thereby improving detection accuracy. A series of highly
sensitive detection methods that rely on immunomagnetic beads to enrich samples have
emerged [15,16]. They effectively reduce the detection limit by 100 times or more [17,18],
and they improve the sensitivity of subsequent detection methods. Immunomagnetic-
bead-enrichment technology has been widely used in sample pretreatment for various
detection methods, including enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays and immunochro-
matography [19–21], but so far there has been no report on the application of magnetic
beads for SARS-CoV-2 separation.

Previously, a brand-new magnetic bead, that being a graphene-coated iron nitride
magnetic bead (G@FeN-MB) which has an obvious core-shell structure was reported
upon [22]. Compared with the common Fe3O4 (92–100 emu/g)-core magnetic beads,
the iron nitride bead has a better magnetic responsivity and saturation magnetization
(196 emu/g) [22]. The saturation magnetization of this material has been fully discussed in
a previously published study by Wang’s team [22]. Graphene, as the shell of the G@FeN-MB
that we used in this study, has recently attracted significant attention in the biological field
due to its properties, such as its thermal conductivity, mechanical strength, large surface
area, and high electron-transport capability [23–25]. There have been many studies on the
application of graphene in biology, such as in drug delivery [26], blood glucose sensors [27],
and gene therapy [28]. However, the separation of GO from solution is a complicated and
time-consuming process which brings certain difficulties to the study of it applications [29].
Therefore, this magnetic graphene material can also be used as a new material for studying
the interaction of graphene with biomolecules due to its rapid separation by magnets. It
appears promising that this new magnetic material will have a wide range of application
prospects in the field of biological.

Previously, we have discussed the method of G@FeN-MB modification and used it
for T cell sorting [30]. Based on our previous research, we improved the way by which
the antibody is attached to the surface of the magnetic beads. The original method of
coupling the antibody directly to the surface of the magnetic bead was changed to first
coupling streptavidin to the surface of the magnetic bead, and then adding a biotinylated
antibody to bind the antibody to the magnetic bead. This method expands the number of
antibodies conjugated to the surface of the magnetic beads because one unit of streptavidin
can tightly bind to four units of biotin, which has an amplifying effect [31]. Furthermore,
streptavidin magnetic beads can quickly realize the multifunctionalization of magnetic
beads by replacing the biotinylated molecules.

A modified Hummer method was used to modify the surface of the G@FeN-MB to
generate the carboxyl groups required for the subsequent coupling of the streptavidin
and to enhance the water solubility of the magnetic beads. Then, it was characterized by
TEM, XPS, FTIR, and Raman spectroscopy. The streptavidin was coupled to the surface
of the magnetic beads by the carbodiimide method, and the streptavidin magnetic beads
(SAMBs) were successfully attached. The maximum coupling amount and coupling effect
of the magnetic beads were determined. Anti-S1 protein immunomagnetic beads (IMB)
were prepared by mixing the SAMBs with biotinylated S1 protein antibodies (Scheme 1).
Finally, the IMB were used to capture the SARS-CoV-2-Spike-protein-coupled polystyrene
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beads (S-PS) and pseudovirus. The S-PS were polystyrene beads, each coated with about
30 molecules of spike protein, which is exactly like a wild SARS-CoV-2 particle. They
contain red, fluorescent dye and have an average particle size of 100 nm, which is also
close to the size of the SARS-CoV-2 particle. After the liquid containing the S-PS was mixed
with the IMB, the capture effect was determined by the microplate reader and fluorescence
microscope. The SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus expressed the complete spike protein on the
surface, consisting of two parts, the S1 subunit and the S2 subunit. The antibody on
the surface of IMB was an anti-S1 protein antibody. After the IMB successfully captured
the SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus, the pseudovirus was fluorescently labeled by adding the
anti-S2 antibody and anti-S2 antibody fluorescent secondary antibody, so that the capture
effect could be determined by the microplate reader and the fluorescence microscope.
Our research results show that the IMB can specifically capture SARS-CoV-2 S-PS and
pseudoviruses (Scheme 2).
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Surface Oxidation of G@FeN-MB

G@FeN-MB was provided by Wang’s team [22]. An improved Hummer method [32,33]
was used to oxidize the graphene on the surface of the magnetic beads to prepare the
carboxyl groups required for the coupling of the streptavidin. G@FeN-MB (300 mg) and
NaNO3 (250 mg) were added to the beaker, which was placed in ice to maintain a low
temperature. H2SO4 (25 mL) was added and mixed, and then KMnO4 (500 mg) was added
slowly and evenly, and stirred for 15 min. The mouth of the beaker was covered with
aluminum foil to reduce evaporation. The beaker was sonicated for 60 min at 35 ◦C in an
ultrasonic water bath instrument (KQ5200DE, Kunshan Ultrasonic Instruments Co., Ltd.,
Kunshan, China). Then, 40 mL of distilled water was slowly added, followed by heating at
95 ◦C for 8 min. After that, an appropriate amount of 30% H2O2 was added until no more
bubbles were generated.

We divided the magnetic bead solution into 50 mL centrifuge tubes, placed them next
to the magnet, and used a pipette to remove the upper layer of yellowish liquid. We added
pure water to the centrifuge tube to resuspend the magnetic beads, placed it next to the
magnet again for 30 s, removed the liquid, and repeated the above washing step twice to
wash away the residual acid solvent.
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G@FeN-MB and GO@FeN-MB was characterized by a Raman spectrometer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a 633 nm laser. The chemical bond
changes of G@FeN-MB and GO@FeN-MB were characterized by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The FTIR spectra
was obtained by a FTIR instrument (BRUKER VERTEX 70) with a data-processing unit.
The morphologies of G@FeN-MB and GO@FeN-MB were characterized by TEM (JEM-2010,
JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The XPS, FTIR, and Raman spectroscopy data were processed by
Origin software.

NaCl, NaNO3, KMnO4, 95% H2SO4, and 30% H2O2 were purchased from Beijing
Chemical Works (Beijing, China).

2.2. Preparation of IMB

For the coupling of the streptavidin to the magnetic beads, 3 mg magnetic beads were
washed once with deionized water and twice with MES (25 mM, pH~5.4). A total of 900 µL
of N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC) solution (10 mg/mL, dissolved in MES (0.5 M, pH 5.0)) were added,
reacted on the mixer for 10 min, and then the supernatant was removed by magnetic
separation. After the reaction, the beads were washed three times with MES to remove
the remaining NHS, EDC, and reaction by-product urea. After that, 200 µg streptavidin
solution (in MES (0.5 M, pH 5.0)) was added and reacted on a mixer for 2 h at room
temperature, washed 3 times with PBS to remove unreacted streptavidin, and then 1 mL
BSA solution (1 mg/mL) was added and reacted on a mixer for 2 h at room temperature.
The prepared SAMBs were washed 3 times, dissolved in 900 µL PBS, and stored at 4 ◦C
for later use. The amount of streptavidin coupled to the magnetic beads was detected by
the BCA protein quantification method, and the experimental procedures were carried
out in accordance with the instructions. In order to detect the binding tightness of the
streptavidin on the SAMBs, the magnetic beads were washed with 1× Elisa eluent, and
the content of streptavidin eluted in the supernatant was detected by the BCA protein
quantification method.

For the biotinylation of the S1 antibody, 25 µL of S1 antibody (4 mg/mL, in PBS) was
added to 75 µL of PBS to prepare a 1 mg/mL S1 antibody solution. A quantity of 1 mg
N-hydroxysuccinimidobiotin (sulfo-NHS-biotin) was dissolved in 224 µL pure water to
prepare a 10 mM sulfo-NHS-biotin solution, and 3.3 µL of sulfo-NHS-biotin solution was
added to the S1 antibody solution and placed on ice to react for 2 h. Then, the solution was
added to the ultrafiltration tube (with a pore size of 50 kDa NMWCO, Millipore, Billerica,
MA, USA), filled with pure water to 500 µL, and centrifuged at 12,500 rpm for 15 min. We
repeated the above water replenishment and centrifugation steps three times to remove
excess, unreacted biotin. The level of biotinylation of S1 antibody was detected with a
Pierce Biotin Quantitation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific Co., Ltd., Waltham, MA, USA).

An amount of 50 µg of biotinylated S1 antibody was added to 150 µL of SAMBs and
reacted on ice for 10 min. The prepared IMB were washed three times with PBS to remove
unreacted biotinylated S1 antibody, dissolved in 100 µL PBS, and stored at 4 ◦C for later use.

NHS and EDC were purchased from Shanghai Medpep Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
MES buffer and PBS buffer were purchased from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co.,
Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Sulfo-NHS-biotin was purchased from BioVision Inc. (Milpitas,
CA, USA). Streptavidin was purchased from Solarbio Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). BSA
was purchased from Beijing Zhongke Keao Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China). S1
antibody was purchased from Beijing BioNG Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China,
Cat No:2020T16).

2.3. Preparation of SARS-CoV-2 S-PS

A total of 200 µL (10 mg/mL) fluorescent polystyrene beads (PS) was added to 100 µL
NHS/EDC solution (10 mg/mL) and 200 µL PBS. After 10 min of dark reaction, we
centrifuged it (15,000 rpm, 4 ◦C) for 20 min. After carefully aspirating the supernatant,
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11 µg of spike protein was added, and the reaction was carried out on ice for 2 h. After the
reaction, the supernatant was removed by centrifugation for 20 min, the S-PS was dissolved
in 100 µL of PBS, and stored at 4 ◦C.

After the reaction, the protein concentration in the supernatant solution was deter-
mined by the BCA protein quantitative method to obtain the mass of spike protein coupled
to the S-PS, and the number of spike proteins on each S-PS was calculated.

PS was purchased from Alab Chemical Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China, Cat
No. A69262).

2.4. IMB Capture SARS-CoV-2 S-PS Experiment

A quantity of 100 µL of the S-PS prepared in 2.3 was added to 900 µL of ultrapure
water, and 0.5 mg of the IMB prepared in 2.2 was added to it, reacted for 5 min, washed
with deionized water three times, and dissolved in 200 µL PBS. Similarly, PS without the
spike-protein-coupled solution was used as a control sample for S-PS isolation.

A total of 20 µL of the above solution and 200 µL pure water were added to a 96-well,
black assay plate; the fluorescence intensity (excitation wavelength 550 nm, absorption
wavelength 600 nm) was measured in a microplate reader and compared with the PS
diluted in a concentration gradient.

One drop (approximately 5 µL) of the magnetic bead solution was dropped onto a
glass slide, observed, and photographed under a fluorescence microscope.

2.5. IMB Capture SARS-CoV-2 Pseudovirus Experiment

A total of 1 µL (containing 105 pseudovirus) of the pseudovirus was added to 900 µL of
ultrapure water, and 0.5 mg of the IMB prepared in 2.2 was added to it, reacted for 10 min,
washed with deionized water three times, and PBS was added to 200 µL. Similarly, the
SAMB solution was used as a control sample. A total of 1 µg of anti-S2 antibody was added,
incubated at room temperature for 30 min, washed three times, and then 3 µg of FITC-
labeled, secondary antibody was added, reacted at room temperature for 30 min, washed
three times, and we then resuspended the magnetic beads with 300 µL of pure water. A
quantity of 20 µL of the above solution and 200 µL of pure water were added to a 96-well,
black assay plate, and the fluorescence intensity (excitation wavelength 493 nm, absorption
wavelength 518 nm) was measured in a microplate reader. One drop (approximately 5 µL)
of the magnetic bead solution was dropped on a glass slide, observed, and photographed
under a fluorescence microscope.

SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus was purchased from Sino Biological Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China,
Cat Numer:PSV001). Anti-S2 antibody was purchased from GeneTex, Inc. (Irvine, CA,
USA). FITC-labeled secondary antibody was purchased from EarthOx, Inc. (Burlingame,
CA, USA).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization of GO@FeN-MB

First, G@FeN-MB was oxidized by a modified Hummer method in order to modify
the surface layer of graphene-to-graphene oxide. The purpose was to generate the carboxyl
functional groups required for the subsequent coupling with streptavidin. As shown in
the left half of Figure 1, the transmission electron microscopy of GO@FeN-MB shows that
the magnetic beads still have an obvious core-shell structure (Figure 1a,c,e), wrapped by
multilayers of graphene oxide (Figure 1a,c), and the iron nitride core particle size ranges
from 20–100 nm.
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However, the shells of the magnetic beads were agglomerated together due to the char-
acteristics of graphene (Figure 1i,j). Agglomeration can be slightly reduced by sonication.
This resulted in the magnetic beads having an average particle size of 1 µm as measured by
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a Mastersizer 3000 (Figure 2a). The oxidation process does not have a great impact on the
morphology of the magnetic beads (Figure 1e–h), and the iron nitride is still well coated by
the graphene oxide (Figure 1a–d), which does not affect the subsequent use of the magnetic
beads. The oxidation has little effect on the average particle size of G@FeN-MB (Figure 2a)
and reduces the polymer dispersity index (PDI) value of magnetic beads, improving the
uniformity of the magnetic beads.
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Oxidation also reduces the wall-sticking of the magnetic beads, which is very beneficial
for the application of magnetic beads. As shown in Figure 2b, 0.5 mg magnetic beads was
dissolved in 1 mL of pure water, and the magnetic beads were adsorbed to the bottom of
the EP tube by a magnet for 1 min (Figure 2b (left)). It can be observed that G@FeN-MBs
has obvious adhesion to the tube, while the adhesion of GO@FeN-MBs is significantly
reduced. After mixing and removing the magnetic bead solution, it can be observed in
Figure 2b (right) that there were still a large number of G@FeN-MB on the wall of the EP
tube, but there is no such phenomenon with the GO@FeN-MB. It is speculated that this
is due to the modification of the surface of the graphene with hydrophilic groups such as
hydroxyl, carboxyl, and epoxy groups, which enhances the water solubility of the magnetic
beads, thereby reducing the adhesion of the magnetic beads. This result is also verified by
the PDI data of the magnetic beads before and after oxidation (Figure 2a).

The oxidation of G@FeN-MB was confirmed by determining the functional groups
with XPS and FTIR. Figure 3a shows the XPS image of the magnetic beads before and
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after oxidation. It can be seen that G@FeN-MB has no carboxyl peak, while GO@FeN-MB
has a carboxyl group at 289 eV. The peak indicates that the oxidation process successfully
generated the carboxyl functional group on the surface of the magnetic beads. Figure 3b
shows the FTIR spectra of G@FeN-MB and GO@FeN-MB; the same functional groups were
identified for G@FeN-MB and GO@FeN-MB as O-H stretching (3428 and 3422 cm−1) and
C=C stretching (1624 and 1617 cm−1). The C=O stretching was observed at 1718 cm−1 in
GO@FeN-MB but not in G@FeN-MB, and the absorption peak intensity of O-H in GO@FeN-
MB was obviously stronger than in G@FeN-MB. The above two phenomena indicate that
oxidation successfully modifies the carboxyl groups on the surface of graphene.
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Raman spectroscopy is an effective tool for characterizing the structural characteristics
and performance of carbon nanomaterials [34–36]. The G band reflects the presence of C=C
bonds (sp2 domains) on the graphene surface, the D band characterizes sp3 hybridized
carbon atoms after functionalization, and the 2D band’s shape, intensity, and position
indicate a difference between single- and multi-layer graphene. The intensity ratio of peak
D to peak G (ID/IG) is usually used to evaluate the degree of graphitization of carbon
nanomaterials [37,38]. Figure 3c shows the Raman spectra of GO@FeN-MB and G@FeN-MB.
The higher ID/IG ratio in the case of GO@FeN-MB in comparison with G@FeN-MB can
be explained by a higher number of defects due to oxidation. The ID/IG value of the
GO@FeN-MB is significantly higher than G@FeN-MB, indicating that the oxidation effect
is better, and the oxidation process successfully oxidized the graphene on the surface of
the G@FeN-MB to graphene oxide. Combined with the XPS and FTIR results, it can be
concluded that the oxidation reaction successfully oxidized the graphene on the surface
of the G@FeN-MB to graphene oxide and generated carboxyl groups on the surface for
coupling streptavidin.

The characterization results of GO@FeN-MB show that the oxidation successfully
modifies the graphene on the surface of the G@FeN-MB into graphene oxide without
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destroying the morphology of the magnetic beads and generates carboxyl groups for
coupling streptavidin on the surface. The oxygen-containing groups introduced in the
oxidation process enhance the water solubility of the magnetic beads, which is beneficial to
the subsequent application of the magnetic beads in the aqueous phase.

3.2. Preparation of SAMBs

Streptavidin was coupled to GO@FeN-MB by the carbodiimide method. The initially
added protein and the remaining protein in the supernatant after the reaction were de-
tected by the BCA protein quantitative method. After calculation, the coupling amount of
streptavidin was obtained. It can be observed in Figure 3a that, as the amount of initially
added streptavidin (SA) increased, the coupling amount of SA also increased. At about
30 µg, the coupling number of magnetic beads reached saturation. Each 0.5 mg magnetic
bead can be coupled with 30 µg of streptavidin.

The coupling of streptavidin to GO@FeN-MB was also verified by the results of FTIR
(Figure 4c); the same functional groups were identified for GO@FeN-MB and SAMBs as
O-H stretching (3428 and 3422 cm−1), C=C stretching (1617 and 1634 cm−1), and C=O
stretching (1718 and 1713 cm−1), but the peak intensities in the SAMBs were significantly
higher than those in GO@FeN-MB, which is due to the fact that the chemical bond in the
streptavidin coupled to SAMBs enhances the corresponding absorption peak intensity of
the SAMBs, which indicates that streptavidin was successfully coupled to the SAMBs. The
same conclusion can also be drawn from the following phenomenon. The H-C-H stretching
was observed at 2855 cm−1 in the SAMB and SA samples, but not in the GO@FeN-MB. In
the SAMB sample, there also appeared multiple absorption peaks below 1500 cm−1 that
were not found in the GO@FeN-MB but which can be found in the SA samples.

In order to determine the tightness of the combination of SA and the magnetic beads,
the streptavidin magnetic beads were washed with Elisa elution solution, and the content
of the eluted protein was detected by the BCA protein quantification method. It can be
seen in Figure 4b that the Elisa elution conditions could only elute a small amount (about
7–8%) of streptavidin that had bound to the bead surface.

3.3. IMB Capture SARS-CoV-2 S-PS

The SARS-CoV-2 has a particle size of 100 nm, and each virus surface contains
24 ± 9 spike proteins [39]. In order to simulate the SARS-CoV-2, the S-PS selected red,
fluorescent polystyrene beads with an average particle size of 100 nm. By calculating the
amount of protein added, about 30 spike proteins were coupled to the surface of each
microsphere. The calculation process is as follows:

The molecular weight of S protein was 60,000 g/mol; 1 mol of S protein contained
6.02 × 1023 protein molecules; 1 µg of S protein contained about 1013 protein molecules.
The number density of PS was 1.8 × 1012/mg. After conversion, if each PS was to be coated
with about 30 S protein molecules, 5.4 µg of S protein needed to be coated per 1 mg PS.

For the IMB, after captured, the S-PS was placed under a fluorescence microscope for
observation. As shown in Figure 5a,b, an obvious red fluorescence in the aggregation area
of the magnetic beads can be observed in the experimental group, while the control group
has no fluorescence (Figure 5b). The same result was obtained from the fluorescence value
measured by the microplate reader (Figure 5c). The results lead to the conclusion that the
SARS-CoV-2 S-PS was successfully captured by the IMB. The calculated result was that
each 0.5 mg IMB could capture 37.3 µg of the SARS-CoV-2 S-PS, about 6.7 × 1011.
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3.4. IMB Captures SARS-CoV-2 Pseudoviruses

The results of the IMB capture of the pseudoviruses were similar to the IMB capture
of the S-PS. The fluorescence intensity detected by the microplate reader shows that the
experimental group had obvious fluorescence, while the control group had no obvious
fluorescence (Figure 6b). In the experimental group, one can also observe obvious fluo-
rescence under the fluorescence microscope (Figure 6a), while the control group had no
obvious fluorescence. Both results indicate that IMB successfully captured the SARS-CoV-2
pseudovirus specifically.
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4. Conclusions

The GO@FeN-SAMBs for SARS-CoV-2 enrichment were successfully prepared. The
surface of G@FeN-MB was successfully oxidized to graphene oxide by an improved Hum-
mer method, which generates the carboxyl group and enhances the water solubility of
the magnetic beads. The SAMBs were successfully prepared by coupling streptavidin to
GO@FeN-MB, and the reaction conditions were optimized. Each mg of magnetic beads
can be coupled with 60 µg of streptavidin, which is higher than other commercially avail-
able magnetic beads. The prepared SAMBs can be used for the separation of various
biomolecules by adding different biotinylated aptamers to SAMBs. In our study, the IMB
for separation of SARS-CoV-2 was prepared by combining biotinylated spike protein anti-
body with SAMBs. The SARS-CoV-2 S-PS was successfully prepared by coating the spike
protein on the surface of fluorescent polystyrene beads and the preparation procedure
was optimized. The prepared SARS-CoV-2 S-PS had a particle size of 100 nm, and each
contained about 30 spike proteins, which was close to the SARS-CoV-2. The prepared IMB
successfully captured the SARS-CoV-2 S-PS and pseudoviruses, which was confirmed by
the results of microplate reader and fluorescence microscope. The results prove that our
GO@FeN-MB can be used for virus sorting, and SAMBs prepared by G@FeN-MB with
graphene as the shell material of magnetic beads can be used for the separation of various
biological substances in the future, which has good application prospects.
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